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In [ 1 ] J. PeEaric proves the following inequality, related to Levinson’s 
inequality [2] : 
Let f be 3-convex on [a, b], 
Cf==, aj = 1, and let x denote Cf=i 
xi + t E [a, b] (i = l,..., k) we have 
xi E [a, b] (i = l,..., k), oi > 0 and 
aixi. Then for each t > 0 such that 
ai(f(xi + t> -fCxi>)* (1) 
In terms of divided differences, we may rewrite (1) as 
[x3x + t]f< jj ai[Xi,Xi + t]f, 
i= 1 
(2) 
where here t is no longer required to be positive. As noted by PeEaric, this is 
equivalent to stating that the function G,(x) = [x,x + t] f is a convex 
function of x. 
Inequality (2) may in fact be generalized to n-convex functions as we now 
show. The proof is remarkably simple and is carried out without recourse to 
Levinson’s inequality. 
(3) THEOREM. Let f be (n + 2)-convex on (a, b). Then the function 
G(x)= [x,x+h,,...,x+h,]f 
is a convex function of x for all x and h, ,..., h, such that x + hi E (a, b) 
(i = l,..., n). 
ProoJ: By the well-known integral representation of divided differences 
[3] we have 
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[x, x + h, ,*.., x+h,]f=~l~t’...~t”-‘f’“‘(t,(h,-h,-,)+ *a* 
0 0 0 
+ t,(h, - h,) + t,h, + x) dt, ..I dt,. 
Since f(@ is convex, for fixed ti, hi (i = l,..., n) 
fen) ( 1$2 ti(hi - hi- I> + tl hl + $,I ajxj) 
<j$lajf’n’ (>1: ti(hi-hi-I)+tlhl+xj) 
i=2 
from which the theorem follows. i 
For (n + 2)-convex functions, inequality (2) has the form 
[x, x + h, )...) x+h,]f< i (Xi[Xi,Xithl,...,Xi+h,]f (4) 
i=l 
with x, xi, and CL~ defined as before. 
(5) EXAMPLE. Letf(x) = x3; sincef”‘(x) > Of is 3-convex. 
We have [x,x t t]f= 3x2 t 3xt t 2. Setting f’(c) = 3<* = 3x2 t 3xt + t* 
we see that 
where 2 = f (x t (x t t)), the midpoint of x and x + t. 
It follows that for every x a selection of r exists such that the resulting 
function r(x) is increasing. Consequently, the convexity off’ implies that 
[x, x + t]f=f’([(x)) is convex. 
It seems reasonable to conjecture that, in general, a selection for c(x) 
exists such that { is increasing and [x, x + h, ,..., x + h,]f=f’“‘(<(x))/n! 
whenever f is (n t 2)-convex. 
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